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ON INVERTIBLE 2-DIMENSIONAL FRAMED AND r-SPIN
TOPOLOGICAL FIELD THEORIES

LÓRÁNT SZEGEDY

(communicated by Dev P. Sinha)

Abstract
We classify invertible 2-dimensional framed and r-spin topo-

logical field theories by computing the homotopy groups and the
k-invariant of the corresponding bordism categories. The zeroth
homotopy group of a bordism category is the usual Thom bor-
dism group, the first homotopy group can be identified with
a Reinhart vector field bordism group, or the so called SKK
group as observed by Ebert, Bökstedt–Svane and Kreck–Stolz–
Teichner. We present the computation of SKK groups for stable
tangential structures. Then we consider non-stable examples:
the 2-dimensional framed and r-spin SKK groups and compute
them explicitly using the combinatorial model of framed and
r-spin surfaces of Novak, Runkel and the author.

1. Introduction

Invertible topological field theories (TFTs) have recently gained attention as they
are predicted to describe short range entangled topological phases of matter [K, FH].
The latter are defined as deformation classes of gapped Hamiltonians while the former
are symmetric monoidal functors from the category of d-dimensional bordisms with
G-tangential structure BordGd to the category of super vector spaces SVect, (or to
any other symmetric monoidal category), which land in the groupoid of super lines
SLine (or respectively in the Picard subgroupoid C× of the target category C).

A G-tangential structure on a d-dimensional manifold is given by a group homo-
morphism G→ Od and a map from the manifold into BG which lifts the classifying
map of the tangent bundle. A G-structure is called stable if it extends in an appro-
priate way to a G′-tangential structure in one dimension higher after stabilising the
tangent bundle (Definition 2.11). In [FH] invertible fully extended TFTs with stable
tangential structures and with values in the category of super lines have been identi-
fied by maps of spectra and these have been classified using the computational power
of stable homotopy theory.

Non-extended invertible TFTs factor through the groupoid completion
∥∥BordGd ∥∥

of the bordism category. Hence the classification of non-extended invertible TFTs
can be formulated by understanding Picard groupoids and functors between them.
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By a result of [Śı, JS, JO], Picard groupoids are classified by their zeroth and first
homotopy groups and their k-invariant, i.e. two abelian groups and a particular group
homomorphism between them. Functors of Picard groupoids are classified by group
homomorphisms between the homotopy groups which commute with the k-invariants
and an Ext group (Theorem 2.4).

The zeroth homotopy group π0 of
∥∥BordGd ∥∥ is the usual Thom bordism group

ΩGd−1. In [E, Sect. 2.5] it was observed that if one considers the embedded oriented
bordism category, where bordisms are embedded in R∞ (see e.g. [GMTW]), the first
homotopy group π1 can be identified with the Reinhart vector field bordism group
[Re]. An earlier result [KKNO, Thm. 4.4] shows that the latter is isomorphic to the
so called SKK group SKKSO

d . The group SKKGd is defined as the group completion
of closed d-dimensional manifolds with G-structures with disjoint union as addition
modulo the four-term SKK relation (see Definition 2.6 and Appendix A.1). In [BS]
it was shown that the first homotopy group for the embedded bordism category for
arbitrary G-tangential structure is in fact SKKGd (they call the SKK relation the
“chimera relation”). More recently Kreck–Stolz–Teichner noticed that this result also
holds for the abstract bordism category, i.e. where the bordisms are not embedded
in R∞. We present their proof of this result (Theorem 2.7) with their permission in
Appendix A.2. We also mention the related results on invertible oriented TFTs and
SKK invariants in [RoSc].

In case theG-tangential structure extends to anotherG′-tangential structure in one
dimension higher there exists a surjective group homomorphism SKKGd ↠ ΩG

′

d to the
bordism group (Proposition 2.10). In case the tangential structure is stable, by which
we mean that it extends one dimension higher in a particular way (Definition 2.11)
the kernel of this map was computed by Kreck–Stolz–Teichner (Theorem 2.12 and
Appendix A.4).

If the tangential structure in question is not stable, e.g. framings in dimension not
equal to 1 or 3, it should be possible to compute SKK groups by computing homotopy
groups of Madsen–Tillmann spectra, but this is outside of the scope of this work.

In the present work we consider 2-dimensional invertible TFTs with framings and
r-spin structures. The latter are tangential structures corresponding to the r-fold
cover of SO2 which are not stable unless r = 1 (which correspond to orientations) or
r = 2. Our main result in Theorem 3.8 lists the corresponding bordism groups and
SKK groups explicitly1 and it is proven using the SKK relations and the combinatorial
model of framed and r-spin surfaces of [N, RuSz]. Our computation follows a different
strategy from that of Theorem 2.12: We compute the kernel of the Euler characteristic
via the SKK relations.

For a groupH let nH ⊂ H denote its n-torsion subgroup of order n elements and let
us introduce the shorthand H/2 = H/2H. Theorem 3.8 provides a full classification
of invertible 2-dimensional framed and r-spin TFTs (Theorem 3.9):

Theorem 1.1. Isomorphism classes of invertible framed and r-spin TFTs with values
in C is given by

1Some of these results appear in [Ra1], although our computations seem to be less technical.
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G-structure π0(Fun
inv
⊗ (BordG2 , C))

framing 2(π0(C×)) × π1(C×)/2

r-spin
(r even) 2(π0(C×))× π1(C×)× π1(C×)/2
(r odd) π1(C×)

Corollary 1.2. In the case of C = SVect we have

G-structure π0(Fun
inv
⊗ (BordG2 ,SVect))

framing Z/2

r-spin
(r even) Z/2× C×

(r odd) C×

The group Z/2 is generated by the TFT ZArf computing the Arf invariant (The-
orem 3.3), a ∈ C× correspond to the TFT Zaχ computing the Euler characteristic
(Lemma 2.9).

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review the notion
of invertible TFTs with tangential structures, the classification of Picard groupoids
and functors of them. We introduce the SKK groups, and finally we present their
computation in the stable case. In Section 3 we turn to dimension 2 and after a brief
recollection of notions on framed and r-spin surfaces we compute the corresponding
bordism and SKK groups. This yields the classification of 2-dimensional framed and r-
spin TFTs with arbitrary target. Appendix A contain the proofs for the computation
of the SKK groups in the stable case. These results were communicated to the author
by Matthias Kreck, Stephan Stolz and Peter Teichner, we present the results with
their kind permission. In Appendix B we give the proof of Lemma 3.5 which is central
for our computation of the framed and r-spin SKK groups in dimension 2.
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2. Invertible topological field theories

In this section we review the notion of invertible topological field theories with
tangential structure. Then we turn to the classification for which we need to compute
bordism groups and the so called SKK groups.
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Let d ⩾ 1 be an integer, G a topological group and ξ : G→ Od a continuous group
homomorphism. A G-tangential structure (or G-structure) on a d-dimensional
manifold M is a homotopy class of maps φ : M → BG such that the diagram

BG

M BOd

Bξ
φ

cTM

(2.1)

commutes up to homotopy, where cTM is the classifying map of the tangent bundle
of M . Similarly, we define a G-structure on a (d− 1)-dimensional manifold S as a
G-structure on S × R. We call a manifold with G-structure a G-manifold.

Consider two (d− 1)-dimensional closed G-manifolds (S0, φ0) and (S1, φ1). A d-
dimensional G-bordism (M,φ) : (S0, φ0)→ (S1, φ1) is a compact d-dimensional
G-manifold together with G-structure preserving embeddings ιi : Si →M (boundary
parametrisation) which identify the disjoint union of S0 and S1 with the boundary
of M .

The category of d-dimensional G-bordisms BordGd has for objects the closed
(d− 1)-dimensional G-manifolds and morphisms G-structure preserving diffeomor-
phism classes of d-dimensional G-bordisms. Composition of morphisms ◦ is defined
by gluing along boundary parametrisation. For more details on this definition see
e.g. [T, ST]. The category BordGd is symmetric monoidal with the disjoint union as
tensor product.

Let C = (C,⊗, 1C , σ) be a symmetric monoidal category with tensor product ⊗,
tensor unit 1C and symmetry σ. A d-dimensional topological field theory with
G-structure (TFT) is a symmetric monoidal functor Z : BordGd → C [A, Se1, Se2].

Definition 2.1. A Picard groupoid is a symmetric monoidal groupoid in which
every object has an inverse with respect to the tensor product. The Picard sub-
groupoid C× ⊆ C is the full subgroupoid of invertible objects.

Definition 2.2. A TFT Z : BordGd → C is invertible if its image lies in the Picard
subgroupoid C× ⊆ C.

We write Funinv⊗ (BordGd , C) for the category of invertible TFTs.
Denote with ∥C∥ the groupoid completion of C (for details see Definition A.2). We

have an essentially surjective functor C → ∥C∥.

Proposition 2.3. For an invertible TFT Z : BordGd → C there is a unique symmetric

monoidal functor Z̃ :
∥∥BordGd ∥∥→ C× so that

BordGd C

∥BordGd ∥ C×

Z

Z

Z̃

(2.2)

commutes.

If C has duals then ∥C∥ is in fact a Picard groupoid: a dual object is also an inverse.
Conversely, for an object X in a Picard groupoid its inverse X−1 is its dual X∨. We
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write evX : X ⊗X−1 → 1C and coevX : 1C → X−1 ⊗X for the evaluation and the
coevaluation morphisms.

Let C be a Picard groupoid. The zeroth homotopy group of C is the abelian
group π0(C) of isomorphism classes of objects. The first homotopy group of C is
the abelian group π1(C) of automorphisms of the tensor unit of C. The k-invariant
of C is the group homomorphism

kC : π0(C)⊗ Z/2→ π1(C) given by kC(X) := evX ◦ σX−1,X ◦ coevX .

Theorem 2.4 ([Śı, JS, JO]).

1. Picard groupoids are classified by the zeroth and first homotopy groups π0 and
π1 and the k-invariant k : π0 ⊗ Z/2→ π1.

2. The set of isomorphism classes of functors C → D of Picard groupoids is in
bijection with the set of triples (f0, f1, α), where fi ∈ Hom(πi(C), πi(D)) i = 0, 1
are group homomorphisms, which make the diagram

π0(C)⊗ Z/2 π0(D)⊗ Z/2

π1(C) π1(D)

f0

kC kD

f1

(2.3)

commute and α ∈ Ext(π0(C), π1(D)).

We note that the triple (f0, f1, α = 0) determines a strict symmetric monoidal
functor. The different choices of α ∈ Ext(π0(C), π1(D)) parametrise different monoidal
structures for the same underlying functor.

Example 2.5. There are 2 symmetric braidings on the monoidal category of Z/2-
graded vector spaces over C, one with the usual flip map (VectZ/2) and one which
is −1 times the flip on purely odd components (SVect). The corresponding Picard
groupoids are

• Vect×Z/2 = LineZ/2 with π0 = Z/2, π1 = C×, k([C0|1]) = +1,

• SVect× = SLine with π0 = Z/2, π1 = C×, k([C0|1]) = −1,
where π0 is generated by the 1-dimensional odd vector space C0|1.

Definition 2.6. Let S ∈ BordGd ,Mi : S → ∅ andNi : ∅ → S for i = 1, 2 be morphisms
in BordGd . The SKK group SKKGd is the quotient of the group completion of the
monoid of G-structure preserving diffeomorphism classes of closed d-dimensional G-
manifolds with disjoint union as product by the SKK relations which are of the form

M1 ◦N1 ⊔M2 ◦N2 ∼M1 ◦N2 ⊔M2 ◦N1. (2.4)

We write [M ] ∈ SKKGd for the class of the closed d-dimensional G-manifold M .

We present the proof of the following theorem in Appendix A.2.

Theorem 2.7. For
∥∥BordGd ∥∥ the zeroth and first homotopy groups are given by the

bordism group and the SKK group:

π0
(∥∥BordGd ∥∥) = ΩGd−1 and π1(

∥∥BordGd ∥∥) = SKKGd . (2.5)
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Corollary 2.8. Isomorphism classes of invertible TFTs with target SLine are in bi-
jection with SKK-invariants, i.e. with Hom(SKKGd ,C×). This is because in (2.3) f1
completely determines f0, since the k-invariant of SLine is injective, and that by the
divisibility of C× the group Ext(ΩGd−1,C×) vanishes.

An important SKK invariant is the Euler characteristic:

Lemma 2.9. The Euler characteristic is a group homomorphism:

χ : SKKGd → Z. (2.6)

Let a ∈ C×. The corresponding invertible TFT

Zaχ : BorddG → SVect, (2.7)

sending every object to the tensor unit C, evaluated on a closed d-dimensional G-
manifold M is

Zaχ(M) = aχ(M). (2.8)

Proof. One checks that both sides of (2.4) have the same Euler characteristic using
its elementary properties. On the left hand side we have

χ(M1 ◦N1 ⊔M2 ◦N2) = χ(M1 ◦N1) + χ(M2 ◦N2)

= χ(M1) + χ(N1)− χ(S) + χ(M2) + χ(N2)− χ(S),
(2.9)

which is clearly the same as the right hand side χ(M1 ◦N2 ⊔M2 ◦N1).
By the previous corollary we need an SKK invariant valued in C×: [M ] 7→ aχ(M).

The corresponding TFT is described in more detail in [Q].

Stable tangential structures
Consider the situation for ξ : G→ Od when there exists a topological group G′ con-
taining G as a subgroup and a continuous group homomorphism ξ′ : G′ → Od+1 such
that the following diagram commutes:

G G′

Od Od+1

ξ ξ′

(2.10)

Given a G-structure ϕ on M one canonically obtains a G′-structure ψ on M by
stabilising the tangent bundle and composing with the map induced by the inclusion
G ↪→ G′:

BG BG′

M BOd BOd+1

Bξ Bξ′

cTM

ϕ

ψ

(2.11)
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This allows one to consider (d+ 1)-dimensional G′-bordisms and the corresponding
bordism group ΩG

′

d .
We give the proof of the following proposition in Appendix A.3.

Proposition 2.10. Let G ⊆ G′ and ξ, ξ′ be as in (2.10) There is a surjective group
homomorphism

SKKGd ↠ ΩG
′

d . (2.12)

In the oriented and unoriented case the kernel of (2.12) is generated bySd [KKNO],
however for generalG the sphere may not have aG-structure. Requiring the tangential
structure to be stable overcomes this difficulty and enables one to compute the kernel
similarly as in the (un)oriented case.

Definition 2.11. We call tangential structures corresponding to ξ : G→ Od stable
if there exists ξ : G′ → Od+1 as in (2.10) such that the induced map on the orbit space
G′/G→ Od+1/Od ∼= Sd is a homeomorphism.

Let us fix a stable tangential structure ξ : G→ Od and a d-dimensional mani-
fold M . There is a bijection between isomorphism classes of G-structures on M and
isomorphism classes of G′-structures over the stabilised tangent bundle of M (or
equivalently on M × R). This can be seen by observing that defining a G-structure
φ for such a G′-structure ψ is a lifting problem

Sd Sd

BG BOd

M BG′ BOd+1

∼=

Bξ

ψ

φ

Bξ′

(2.13)

The obstructions to such a lifting are elements in cohomology groups with coefficients
in the low dimensional homotopy groups of the fiber Sd of BG→ BG′ and hence all
vanish.

For a stable ξ : G→ Od one obtains a G-structure on Sd by restricting the G′-
structure on Rd+1, which is unique up to isomorphism, as the normal bundle of
Sd ⊂ Rd+1 is trivial. We fix thisG-structure on Sd for the rest of this section. Similarly
one obtains a G-structure on any codimension 1 submanifold with trivial normal
bundle of a d-dimensional G-manifold.

Recall the Kervaire semicharacteristic s(m) =
∑2n
i=0 dim(H2i(M)) (mod 2) of a

(4n+ 1)-dimensional manifold. The proof of the following theorem is in Appendix A.4:

Theorem 2.12. Consider a stable tangential structure ξ : G→ Od and the short ex-
act sequence

0→ K ↪→ SKKGd ↠ ΩG
′

d → 0. (2.14)

1. The kernel K is generated by [Sd].

2. If d = 2n is even then

a) K ∼= Z, the isomorphism is given by the rescaled Euler characteristic χ/2;
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b) (2.14) splits if and only if χ(M) is even for every d-dimensional G-mani-
fold M .

3. If d = 2n+ 1 is odd then

a) K = 0 if there is a closed d+ 1-dimensional G′-manifold W with χ(W ) odd,
and K = Z/2 otherwise;

b) if n is even and ξ lands in SOd (i.e. every G-manifold is oriented) then
(2.14) splits by the semicharacteristic.

Remark 2.13. Note that if G is the trivial group then the corresponding tangential
structure is a framing which is only stable in dimension 1 or 3, and Sd has a framing
only in dimensions d = 1, 3 or 7. Also, r-spin structures for r > 2 are not stable.

3. Two-dimensional framed and r-spin TFTs

In this section we introduce the notion of framed and r-spin surfaces and recall
some properties of the respective bordism categories. We compute the correspond-
ing SKK groups explicitly: Instead of considering a surjective group homomorphism
to a bordism group as in (2.12) and trying to determine its kernel, we consider the
(rescaled) Euler characteristic (which is an SKK invariant) and determine its ker-
nel using a combinatorial model of framed and r-spin surfaces. Finally we give the
classification of invertible 2-dimensional framed and r-spin TFTs.

We start by sketching some definitions from [RuSz, Sec. 2]. Let r ∈ Z⩾0. The r-
spin group Spinr2 is the r-fold cover for r > 0 and the universal cover for r = 0 of
SO2. We write ξ : Spinr2 → SO2 for the covering map. An r-spin structure on a
surface Σ is the tangential structure on Σ with respect to ξ : Spinr2 → SO2 ↪→ O2.

We will work with a skeletal version of the r-spin bordism category, which we

also denote with BordSpinr
2

2 . It has objects r-spin circles, i.e. disjoint unions of pairs
(S1, x) = S1

x, where x ∈ Z/r. The morphisms are diffeomorphism classes of bordisms
with r-spin structure. Every r-spin bordism Σ comes with two maps of the form
κin/out : π0(∂in/outΣ)→ Z/r giving the types of the in- and outgoing boundary com-
ponents. (In [RuSz] the map λ : π0(∂inΣ)→ Z/r is related to κin : π0(∂inΣ)→ Z/r
via λ = 1− κin and similarly the map µ : π0(∂outΣ)→ Z/r is related to κout via
µ = 1− κout.)

Remark 3.1. By [RuSz, Prop. 2.2] 0-spin structures correspond to framings, i.e. the

framed 2-dimensional bordism category is equivalent to BordSpin0
2

2 .

Proposition 3.2 ([RuSz, Prop. 2.21]). Let Σ be a connected bordism of genus g with
bin ingoing and bout outgoing boundary components and κin/out : π0(∂Σ)

in/out → Z/r.
There exist r-spin structures on Σ if and only if

χ(Σ) = 2− 2g − bin − bout ≡
bout∑
j=1

κout(j)−
bin∑
l=1

κin(l) (mod r) . (3.1)

Let us write Σin
g,b (resp. Σout

g,b ) for a connected bordism of genus g with b ingoing
(resp. outgoing) boundary components only and Σg for b = 0. For r even, tensoring

the TFT of [RuSz, Thm. 1.3] with Z2−1/2

χ we get:
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Theorem 3.3. If r is even then there is an invertible r-spin TFT ZArf which com-
putes the Arf invariant. For Σg with g satisfying (3.1) and an r-spin structure φ on
Σg we have

ZArf(Σg, φ) = (−1)Arf(φ). (3.2)

Example 3.4.

1. There exist r-spin structures on the sphere if and only if r = 1 or r = 2.

2. There exist r-spin structures on the torus for every value of r. The isomorphism
classes of r-spin structures on a fixed torus are in bijection with (Z/r)2 and we
write T (s, t) for an r-spin torus corresponding to (s, t) ∈ (Z/r)2. The mapping
class group of the torus SL(2,Z) acts on (Z/r)2 via the standard action and the
orbits, i.e. diffeomorphism classes of r-spin tori are in bijection with the divisors
of r [GG, RuSz].

3. Let r̃ := r/gcd(r, 2). There exist r-spin structures on Σg if and only if

g ≡ 1 (mod r̃) . (3.3)

We will write Ul = Σ1+lr̃. If 1 + lr̃ ⩾ 2, there is one mapping class group orbit
of r-spin surfaces with underlying surface Ul for r odd and two for r even
[GG, Ra2, RuSz]. The latter two are distinguished by the Arf invariant and we

denote these r-spin surfaces by U
(+)
l (Arf invariant +1) and U

(−)
l (Arf invariant

−1).
4. The disc Σ0,1 has a unique r-spin structure up to isomorphism. In case the

boundary is outgoing then it is of type +1, if it is ingoing then it is of type −1.

After this recollection of notions we turn to the computation of the group SKK
Spinr

2
2 .

For this we will look at some particular SKK-relations. The following lemma will be
proved in Appendix B using the combinatorial model of r-spin surfaces of [RuSz].

Lemma 3.5. In SKK
Spinr

2
2 we have the relations

[T (κ, u1)] + [T (κ, u2)] + [T (κ, u3)] + [T (κ, u4)] = [T (κ, u1 + u2)] + [T (κ, u3 + u4)],
(3.4)

[T (1, u)] = 0, (3.5)

for every κ, u, ui ∈ Z/r (i = 1, . . . , 4). The k-invariant of S1
κ is T (κ, 0).

Lemma 3.6. The subgroup T (r) ⊂ SKK
Spinr

2
2 generated by r-spin tori is Z/2 for r

even and trivial for r odd.

Proof. By (3.4) in Lemma 3.5 for u1 = u3 = 0 we get

2[T (κ, 0)] = 0 (3.6)

for every κ ∈ Z/r. Since for arbitrary s, t ∈ Z/r we have [T (s, t)]=[T (gcd(s, t), 0)],

every r-spin torus has 2-torsion in SKK
Spinr

2
2 .
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Again by (3.4), now for u1 = 0, u3 = 1 and using (3.5) we get

[T (κ, 0)] + [T (κ, u)] = [T (κ, u+ 1)]. (3.7)

Combining the latter with (3.6) we get

[T (κ, u)] = [T (κ, u+ 2)]. (3.8)

Therefore every r-spin torus is equal to [T (0, 0)] or [T (1, 0)], the latter being zero by
(3.5) of Lemma 3.5.

If r is odd then [T (0, 0)] = [T (1, 0)] and hence T (r) = {0}.
For r even Theorem 3.3 gives an SKK-invariant SKK

Spinr
2

2 → C× computing the

Arf invariant. It has value −1 ∈ C× on [T (0, 0)], which shows that in SKK
Spinr

2
2 the

element [T (0, 0)] is non-trivial and hence T (r) ∼= Z/2.

The following lemma can be proven using the SKK-relations, Lemma 3.5 and
Theorem 3.3, i.e. the fact that the Arf invariant is compatible with glueing.

Lemma 3.7. Recall the r-spin surfaces Ul (r odd) and U
(±)
l (r even) from Exam-

ple 3.4. We have

[U
(+)
l ] + [T (0, 0)] = [U

(−)
l ], (3.9)

[Ul] + [Uj ] = [Ul+j ] and [U
(+)
l ] + [U

(+)
j ] = [U

(+)
l+j ], (3.10)

for every l, j ∈ Z⩾0. If r ⩽ 2 we furthermore have

[Σg+1] + [S2] = [Σg] and [Σ
(+)
g+1] + [S2] = [Σ(+)

g ], (3.11)

for every g ∈ Z⩾0.

Theorem 3.8. The zeroth and first homotopy groups and the k-invariant of the

groupoid completion ∥BordSpinr
2

2 ∥ are the following:

r π0 π1 k : π0 → π1

0 Z/2 Z/2 id

> 0, even Z/2 Z× Z/2 x 7→ (0, x)

> 0, odd {0} Z 0

Proof. We start with π1, which by Theorem 2.7 is SKK
Spinr

2
2 . Note that the cases r = 1

and r = 2 could be treated using Theorem 2.12. Here we present a computation which
applies for arbitrary values of r.

The Euler characteristic is a group homomorphism χ : SKK
Spinr

2
2 → Z according to

Lemma 2.9. We claim that the kernel of χ is T (r) the subgroup generated by r-spin

tori. This can be seen by observing that any element in SKK
Spinr

2
2 can be brought to

the form [U
(ε)
l ]− [U

(ε)
l′ ] (or [Ul]− [Ul′ ]) for l, l′ ∈ Z⩾1 and ε ∈ {±} if r > 2, or to a

multiple of [S2] if r ⩽ 2 up to r-spin tori using Lemma 3.7.

If r = 0 then χ = 0 (cf. Example 3.4) and by Lemma 3.6 we have SKK
Spin0

2
2 = Z/2.
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If r > 0 then by Proposition 3.2 the values of χ are divisible by 2r̃, where r̃ =
r/gcd(2, r) and χ/(2r̃) is surjective so we have a short exact sequence

T (r) ↪−−−→ SKK
Spinr

2
2

χ/(2r̃)
−−−−−−↠ Z. (3.12)

We can define a section of χ/(2r̃) as follows. Let j = ε|j| ∈ Z and let us define

φ : Z→ SKK
Spinr

2
2

j 7→


j[S2]; if r = 1, 2,

ε[U|j|]; if r > 2 is odd,

ε[U
(+)
|j| ]; if r > 2 is even.

(3.13)

By Lemma 3.7 φ is a group homomorphism and it is clearly a section of χ/(2r̃), so
(3.12) splits which together with Lemma 3.6 proves the first part of the theorem.

We continue with computing π0 = Ω
Spinr

2
1 . Let κi ∈ Z/r be fixed for i = 1, . . . , n.

By (3.1) it is possible to choose g such that

2− 2g − (n+ 1) +

n∑
i=1

κi ≡

1 (mod r) ; if r is odd,

0 or 1 (mod r) ; if r is even,
(3.14)

so that there exists an r-spin bordism

n⊔
i=1

S1
κi
→ S1

κ (3.15)

with underlying surface Σg,n+1 with n ingoing and one outgoing boundary component

and where κ = 1 for r odd or κ ∈ {0, 1} for r even. That is, in Ω
Spinr

2
1 every element

is equal to [S1
0 ] or to [S1

1 ].

Recall that the disc gives an r-spin bordism S1
1 → ∅, so if r is odd then Ω

Spinr
2

1 = {0}
and if r is even then Ω

Spinr
2

1 is generated by [S1
0 ].

It is easy to see from the previous discussion that [S1
0 ] has 2-torsion. For the rest

of the proof let us assume that r is even. By Lemma 3.5 the k-invariant of [S1
0 ] is

[T (0, 0)] ∈ π1, which is non-zero showing that [S1
0 ] is non-zero. Altogether we get that

Ω
Spinr

2
1 = Z/2 for r even.

We are ready to prove our main result:

Theorem 3.9. The group of isomorphism classes of invertible r-spin TFTs with val-
ues in C is given by

r π0(Fun
inv
⊗ (BordSpinr

2
2 , C))

0 2(π0(C×)) × π1(C×)/2
> 0, even 2(π0(C×))× π1(C×)× π1(C×)/2
> 0, odd π1(C×)

Proof. We use Theorem 2.4 to compute π0(Fun
inv
⊗ (BordSpinr

2
2 , C)). If r = 0 then f0 ∈

Hom(Z/2, π0(C×)) = 2(π0(C×)) determines f1, while Ext(Z/2, π1(C×)) = π1(C×)/2.
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If r > 0 is even then by (2.3) we can write

f1 : Z× Z/2→ π1(C×) as f1(x, y) = kC× ◦ f0(y) + f1(x, 0).

So f1 is completely determined by f0 ∈ Hom(Z/2, π0(C×)) and by f1(1, 0) ∈ π1(C×).
If r > 0 is odd then f0 = 0 and f1 ∈ Hom(Z, π1(C×)) ∼= π1(C×). In this case, we have
Ext({0} , π1(C×)) = {0}.

Appendix A. SKK groups for stable tangential structure

The results in this section, in particular the proof of Theorems 2.7 and 2.12, were
communicated to the author by Matthias Kreck, Stephan Stolz and Peter Teichner.
We present their proof with their permission.

Throughout this section we will use the symbol + for the disjoint union ⊔ of
manifolds for better readability.

A.1. Equivalent definitions of the SKK groups
Recall the equivalence relation in Definition 2.6 defining the SKK groups. Origi-

nally the SKK groups for unoriented and oriented manifolds were defined via a slightly
different equivalence relation [KKNO]. Let S, S′ be (d− 1)-dimensional closed un-
oriented (oriented) manifolds, Mi : S

′ → ∅ and Ni : ∅ → S for i = 1, 2 d-dimensional
unoriented (oriented) bordisms and ϕ, ψ : S → S′ (orientation preserving) diffeomor-
phisms. We define the composition

M1 ∪ϕ N1 :=M1 ◦ Cϕ ◦N1, (A.1)

where Cϕ is the mapping cylinder of ϕ

Cϕ = (S × [0, 1] ⊔ S)/((s, 1) ∼ ϕ(s)) for s ∈ S, (A.2)

and the equivalence relation ∼′ on d-dimensional closed unoriented (oriented) mani-
folds as

M1 ∪ϕ N1 +M2 ∪ψ N2 ∼′ M1 ∪ψ N1 +M2 ∪ϕ N2. (A.3)

Denote the quotients of the group completion of Bord (SO)
d (∅, ∅) by equivalence rela-

tions ∼ and ∼′ by SKK
(SO)
d and SKK′(SO)

d respectively.

Proposition A.1. The groups SKK
(SO)
d and SKK′(SO)

d are isomorphic.

Proof. We show that two manifolds are equivalent under ∼ if and only if they are
equivalent under ∼′.

Consider M1 ∪ϕ N1 +M2 ∪ψ N2 and define the bordisms

M̄1 :=M1 ◦ Cϕ : S → ∅, M̄2 :=M2 ◦ Cψ : S → ∅. (A.4)

Then

M1 ∪ϕ N1 +M2 ∪ψ N2 = M̄1 ◦N1 + M̄2 ◦N2. (A.5)

We apply the relation ∼ and obtain

M̄1 ◦N1 + M̄2 ◦N2 ∼ M̄1 ◦N2 + M̄2 ◦N1 =

M1 ∪ϕ N2 +M2 ∪ψ N1 = N∗
2 ∪ϕ−1 M∗

1 +N∗
1 ∪ψ−1 M∗

2 ,
(A.6)
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whereM∗
i andN∗

i denote the transposed bordisms. We proceed as above and compose
with mapping cylinders to get

N∗
2 ∪ϕ−1 M∗

1 +N∗
1 ∪ψ−1 M∗

2 = N̄∗
2 ◦M∗

1 + N̄∗
1 ◦M∗

2 (A.7)

and apply the relation ∼ again:

N̄∗
2 ◦M∗

1 + N̄∗
1 ◦M∗

2 ∼ N̄∗
2 ◦M∗

2 + N̄∗
1 ◦M∗

1 =

N∗
2 ∪ϕ−1 M∗

2 +N∗
1 ∪ψ−1 M∗

1 =M2 ∪ϕ N2 +M1 ∪ψ N1.
(A.8)

We see that relation ∼ implies relation ∼′.
For the converse direction let us assume S = S′ and let τ := σS,S denote the braid-

ing. By applying relation ∼′ we have

M1 ◦N1 +M2 ◦N2 + (M1 +M1) ∪τ (N1 +N1) =

(M1 +M2) ∪idS
(N1 +N2) + (M1 +M1) ∪τ (N1 +N1) ∼′

(M1 +M2) ∪τ (N1 +N2) + (M1 +M1) ∪idS
(N1 +N1) =

M1 ◦N2 +M2 ◦N1 + (M1 +M1) ∪idS
(N1 +N1).

(A.9)

Clearly (M1 +M1) ∪τ (N1 +N1) and (M1 +M1) ∪idS
(N1 +N1) are the same mor-

phisms, so we have

M1 ◦N1 +M2 ◦N2 ∼′ M1 ◦N2 +M2 ◦N1. (A.10)

So relation ∼′ implies relation ∼.

A.2. Proof of Theorem 2.7
Definition A.2. A groupoid completion of a category C is a groupoid ∥C∥and a
functor C → ∥C∥ satisfying the following universal property. For every groupoid G and
functor F : C → G there exists a unique functor F̃ : ∥C∥→ G such that the following
diagram commutes:

C ∥C∥

G
F F̃

. (A.11)

A standard construction of ∥C∥ is as follows (see e.g. [GZ, Sec. 1]). The objects of
∥C∥ are the same as the objects of C. A morphism f : X → Y in ∥C∥ is an equivalence
class of sequences of objects Xi and morphisms fi either Xi−1 → Xi or Xi−1 ← Xi

in C for i = 1, . . . , n with X0 = X and Xn = Y . The equivalence relation is generated
by the following moves:

1. Two morphisms Xi−1
fi−→ Xi

fi+1−−−→ Xi+1 (Xi−1
fi←− Xi

fi+1←−−− Xi+1) can be re-

placed by the morphism Xi−1
fi+1◦fi−−−−−→ Xi+1 (resp. Xi−1

fi◦fi+1←−−−−− Xi+1).

2. If Xi−1 = Xi+1 and fi = fi+1 with Xi−1
fi−→ Xi

fi+1←−−− Xi+1, (or instead with

Xi−1
fi←− Xi

fi+1−−−→ Xi+1) they can be omitted from the sequence.

Composition is concatenation of sequences. The functor C → ∥C∥ is identity on objects

and sends a morphism X
f−→ Y to the sequence X = X0

f1=f−−−→ X1 = Y . Note that by
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Move 2 the inverse in ∥C∥ of (the image of) a morphism X
f−→ Y in C is given by

X0 = Y
f←− X = X1.

There is a group homomorphism

group completion of C(X,X)→ ∥C∥(X,X) (A.12)

induced by the functor C → ∥C∥which may not be surjective. However under a mild
condition it is the case (see also [JT, Prop. 3.2]):

Lemma A.3. Let X ∈ C be such that for every Y ∈ C the set of morphisms C(X,Y )
is non-empty if and only if C(Y,X) is non-empty.

1. The group homomorphism (A.12) is surjective.

2. The quotient of the group completion of C(X,X) by the equivalence relation

(g1 ◦ f2)−1(g1 ◦ f1) ∼ (g2 ◦ f2)−1(g2 ◦ f1) (A.13)

for fi ∈ C(X,Y ), gi ∈ C(Y,X) is isomorphic to ∥C∥(X,X).

Proof. Part 1: Let fi (i = 1, . . . , n) be a sequence of morphisms representing f ∈ ∥C∥.
Let us assume that f1 is a morphisms X = X0 → X1 (which we can by inserting the
identity morphism if necessary). Using Moves 1 and 2 we can assume that the fi’s
alternate directions:

f =
(
. . . X5 X4 X3 X2 X1 X

)
.

f6 f5 f4 f3 f2 f1
(A.14)

By the condition on C we obtain morphisms hi inductively:

X X

. . . X5 X4 X3 X2 X1 X,

X X X

h4 h2

f6

h5

f5 f4

h3

f3 f2

h1

f1 (A.15)

e.g. by the existence of X1
f1←− X there exists X1

h1−→ X, then for X2
f2−→ X1

h1−→ X

there exists X2
h2←− X, etc. Using Moves 1 and 2 one checks that

f = . . . (h4 ◦ f5 ◦ h5)(h3 ◦ f4 ◦ h4)−1(h2 ◦ f3 ◦ h3)(h1 ◦ f2 ◦ h2)−1(h1 ◦ f1) (A.16)

which is a composition of morphisms in the group completion of C(X,X).
Part 2: Consider the diagram for the morphisms in (A.13):

X Y X

X

f1

g1 g2

f2

(A.17)

Observe that by Move 2 both sides of (A.13) map to the same morphism in ∥C∥under
(A.12), so we have a well defined surjective map from the quotient.

In order to show that this map is an isomorphism we define a map in the opposite
direction. Let f ∈ ∥C∥(X,X) with a sequence of morphisms fi as in (A.14) and choose
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morphisms hi as in (A.15). As above, we get a morphism f̄ in the group completion.
For another choice of morphisms h′i in (A.15) we get a morphism f̄ ′. By looking at
the diagram in (A.17) we see that f̄ = f̄ ′ in the quotient, so the map into the quotient
is well defined.

We note that the conditions of the lemma are satisfied for any symmetric monoidal
category with duals. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.7.

Proof of Theorem 2.7. We apply Lemma A.3 Part 2 for C = BordGd (which is a sym-
metric monoidal category with duals) and X = ∅. Observe that the relation in (A.13)
is exactly the defining relation (2.4) of the SKK group.

A.3. Proof of Proposition 2.10

Proof of Proposition 2.10. We start with a general construction. Let Z ∈ BordGd ,

Z
f−→ Z a diffeomorphism of G-manifolds and ∅ Y−→ Z, Z

X−→ ∅ G-bordisms. Let 1X
be the G′-bordism (with corners) with underlying G′-manifold X × [0, 1] and define
1Y and 1Z similarly. We define a G′-bordism (with corners) Wf : 1Z → Cf to the
mapping cylinder:

Wf := (Z × [0, 1]× [0, 1] ⊔ Z) /((z, 1, 1) ∼ f(z)) (A.18)

with the obvious boundary parametrisation. We define the G′-bordism W as

∅ Z Z ∅X

Cf

1Z

YWf

(A.19)

by gluing 1X ,Wf and 1Y along the last coordinate (i.e. as the horizontal composition
in an extended bordism 2-category).

We need to show that there is a G′-bordism between the two sides of (2.4). Let
X =M1 +M2, Y := N1 +N2, Z := S + S, and τ := σS,S : Z → Z the flip map. The
required bordism is

M1 ◦N1 +M2 ◦N2 = (M1 +M2) ◦ (N1 +N2)
W−→ (M1 +M2) ◦ τ ◦ (N1 +N2)

=M1 ◦N2 +M2 ◦N1. (A.20)

A.4. Computation of SKK groups in the stable case

Proposition A.4. Let ξ : G→ Od be stable, M,N closed d-dimensional G-manifolds
and W : M → N a (d+ 1)-dimensional G′-bordism. Then in SKKGd we have

[M ]− [N ] = (χ(M)− χ(W ))[Sd] (A.21)
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Proof. We proceed in two steps: First we show that if W is the trace of a single
surgery the proposition holds. Then we write W as a composition of bordisms, each
of which is the trace of a single surgery and apply the above result for each bordism.

Assume that W is obtained by attaching a (k + 1)-handle Dk+1 ×Dd−k to the
cylinder M × [0, 1], so N is obtained by (k + 1)-surgery on M . We can decompose M
and N into d-dimensional G-bordisms

M =

(
∅ M\Inn(Sk×Dd−k)←−−−−−−−−−−−− Sk × Sd−k−1 Sk×Dd−k

←−−−−−− ∅
)

N =

(
∅ M\Inn(Sk×Dd−k)←−−−−−−−−−−−− Sk × Sd−k−1 Dk+1×Sd−k−1

←−−−−−−−−− ∅
) (A.22)

where the G-structures are induced by inclusion of submanifolds with trivial normal
bundles of the handle. Note that since every (connected component of a) handle is
contractible, there is a unique up to isomorphism G′ structure on it. Furthermore
consider the Heegaard decomposition

Sd =

(
∅ Sk×Dd−k

←−−−−−− Sk × Sd−k−1 Dk+1×Sd−k−1

←−−−−−−−−− ∅
)
. (A.23)

In SKKGd we have

[M ] + [Sd] = [M \ Inn(Sk ×Dd−k) ◦ Sk ×Dd−k] + [Sk ×Dd−k ◦Dk+1 × Sd−k−1]

= [M \ Inn(Sk ×Dd−k) ◦Dk+1 × Sd−k−1] + [Sk ×Dd−k ◦ Sk ×Dd−k]

= [N ] + [Sk × Sd−k]
(A.24)

and for M = Sd we have

[Sd] + [Sd] = [Sk+1 × Sd−k−1] + [Sk × Sd−k]. (A.25)

For k = 0 we get [S1 × Sd−1] = 0, and inductively for k > 0:

[Sk × Sd−k] = (1 + (−1)k)[Sd] =

2[Sd] (k even),

0 (k odd).
(A.26)

From this we obtain

[M ] = [N ] + (−1)k[Sd]. (A.27)

Using elementary properties of the Euler characteristic we compute

χ(W ) = χ(M × [0, 1]) + χ(Dk+1 ×Dd−k)− χ(Sk ×Dd−k)

= χ(M)χ([0, 1]) + χ(Dk+1)χ(Dd−k)− χ(Sk)χ(Dd−k)

= χ(M) + 1− (1 + (−1)k) = χ(M)− (−1)k.
(A.28)

From this we directly get (A.21):

[M ] = [N ] + (χ(M)− χ(W ))[Sd]. (A.29)

Now consider the decomposition

N
W←−M =

(
N =Mn

Wn←−− . . . W2←−−M1
W1←−−M0 =M

)
, (A.30)
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where eachWi is the trace of a single surgery. By (A.29) we have for every i = 1, . . . , n
that

[Mi−1] = [Mi] + (χ(Mi−1)− χ(Wi))[S
d], (A.31)

and therefore

[M ] = [M0] = [M1] + (χ(M0)− χ(W1))[S
d] = . . . (A.32)

= [Mn] +

n∑
i=1

(χ(Mi−1)− χ(Wi))[S
d]. (A.33)

On the other hand we have

χ(W ) = χ(Wn) + χ
(
Πn−1
i=1 Wi

)
− χ(Mn−1) = · · · =

n∑
i=1

χ(Wi)−
n−1∑
j=1

χ(Mj), (A.34)

and combining (A.33) and (A.34) we get (A.21)

[M ] = [Mn] + (χ(M0)− χ(W ))[Sd] = [N ] + (χ(M)− χ(W ))[Sd]. (A.35)

Now we are ready to present the proof of Theorem 2.12.

Proof of Theorem 2.12. Part 1: This follows directly from Proposition A.4.
Part 2 a): Let π : SKKGd ↠ ΩG

′

d be the map in (2.12). By Lemma 2.9 the Euler
characteristic is an SKK invariant. If π([M ]) = 0 then M is a boundary of a (d+ 1)-
dimensional G′-manifold and hence χ(M) is even. We have χ(S2n) = 2, so altogether
we have that χ/2: K = ker(π)→ Z is an isomorphism with inverse 1 7→ [Sd].

Part 2 b): If χ(M) is even for every closed d-dimensional G-manifold then χ/2 is
a well defined group homomorphism from the whole group SKKGd and it is clearly a
section of 1 7→ [Sd], so the short exact sequence (2.14) splits.

Part 3 a): Applying Proposition A.4 for the G′-bordism Sd
Dd+1

−−−→ ∅ we get that
2[Sd] = 0 in SKKGd .

If there exists ∅ W−→ ∅ with χ(W ) odd and we apply the same proposition to get
χ(W )[Sd] = 0, and altogether [Sd] = 0.

Let us assume now that χ(W ) is even for every closed (d+ 1)-dimensional G′-
manifold. We construct an SKK invariant φ : K → Z/2 with φ([Sd]) = 1 which then
proves K = Z/2.

Let [M ] ∈ K and choose a G′-bordism M
U−→ ∅. We define

φ([M ]) := χ(U) (mod 2) . (A.36)

By considering Sd
Dd+1

−−−→ ∅ we have φ([Sd]) = 1.

We show that φ is independent of the choice of the G′-bordism U : Let M
V−→ ∅ be

another G′-bordism and consider the dual bordism ∅ V ∗

−−→M . We have

χ(U ◦ V ∗) = χ(U) + χ(V ∗)− χ(M) = χ(U) + χ(V )− χ(M), (A.37)

where the left hand side is even by our assumption and χ(M) is even as M is a
boundary, so χ(U) and χ(V ) have the same parity.
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Finally we show that φ is an SKK invariant by showing that it takes the same
value on both sides of the equivalence relation (2.4). Let X =M1 ◦N1 +M2 ◦N2 and

Y :=M1 ◦N2 +M2 ◦N1. Pick Y
U−→ ∅, let X W−→ Y be the bordism in (A.20) and let

X
U◦W−−−→ ∅. We have χ(U ◦W ) = χ(U) + χ(W )− χ(Y ), where the last term is even,

as it is a boundary. We claim that χ(W ) is even and therefore φ([X]) = φ([Y ]). We
compute χ(W ) from the pieces it is constructed from:

χ(W ) =

χ(X × [0, 1])− χ((S + S)× [0, 1]) + χ(Wτ )− χ((S + S)× [0, 1]) + χ(Y × [0, 1])

≡ χ(X) + χ((S + S)× [0, 1]× [0, 1]) + χ(Y ) ≡ 0 (mod 2)

(A.38)

where we used that as a manifold Wτ
∼= (S + S)× [0, 1]× [0, 1] and the assumption

that X (and Y ) is a boundary.

Part 3 b): This is shown on [KKNO, Page 48].

Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 3.5

In this section we will use the combinatorial model of r-spin surfaces of [N, RuSz]
to prove Lemma 3.5. We do not wish to present all details of the combinatorial model,
we just note that it consists of a cell decomposition of the surface in question together
with a marking, and refer the reader to [RuSz, Sec. 2.3]. A marking consists of an
edge orientation and an element in Z/r for each edge and for each face a choice of
an edge before gluing the faces along the edges. There are certain moves between
different marked cell decompositions which describe isomorphic r-spin surfaces, these
can be found in [RuSz, Fig. 4 and 6].

We continue by introducing some notation. Consider the r-spin cylinder C in(κ, u)
(resp. Cout(κ, u)) with two ingoing (resp. outgoing) boundary components with
boundary type κ and −κ given by the following marked cell decomposition:

t

u 0

S1
−κS1

κ

t

u 0

S1
−κS1

κ

C in(κ, u) = Cout(κ, u) =

∅

∅

. (B.1)

Let

T (κ, u) := C in(κ, 0) ◦ Cout(κ, u) (B.2)

be the r-spin torus obtained from the composition of the cylinders in (B.1), see also
[StSz, Sect. 3.1.2] for the composition of r-spin bordisms.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. We start by proving (3.4). Let us consider the equation in

SKK
Spinr

2
2 :
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−κ

0 0

−κ

u4 0

−κ

u3 0

−κ

0 0

κ

0 0

−κ

0 0

κ

0u2

−κ

0u1

−κ

−κ−κ

−κ κ

−κ

κ

−κ

0 0

u4 0u3 0

0 00 00 0

0u2 0u1

=

S1
−κS1

κ S1
−κS1

κ S1
−κS1

κ S1
−κS1

κ

S1
−κS1

κ S1
−κS1

κ S1
−κS1

κ S1
−κS1

κ (B.3)

The first term on the right hand side of (B.3) is

−κ −κ

κ

−κ

0u2 0u1

−κ −κ

−κ− 1

−κ

−1u2 0u1

=

−κ −κ

−κ

−κ

0u2 0u1

= =

−κ

u2u1

−κ

=

−κ

0v

−κ

(B.4)
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with v = u1 − u2, where we used the moves of [RuSz, Fig. 4 and 6]. The second term
on the right hand side of (B.3) is

−κ−κ

κ

−κ

u4 0u3 0

= · · · =
−κ

0w

−κ

(B.5)

with w = u3 + u4. Finally, using the SL(2,Z) action on the set of isomorphism classes
of r-spin structures on the torus, we have [T (−κ, u2)] = [T (κ,−u2)]. Putting all the
above together we obtain (3.4).

We continue with proving (3.5). Pick arbitrary r-spin structures on Σin
1,1 and on

Σout
1,1 . Now consider the equation in SKK

Spinr
2

2 :(
Σin

0,1 ⊔ Σin
1,1 ⊔ C in(1, 0)

)
◦
(
Σout

1,1 ⊔ Σout
0,1 ⊔ Cout(1, u)

)
=
(
C in(1, 0) ⊔ Σin

0,1 ⊔ Σin
1,1

)
◦
(
Cout(1, u) ⊔ Σout

1,1 ⊔ Σout
0,1

)
,

(B.6)

where we cut along S1
−1 ⊔ S1

1 ⊔ S1
−1 ⊔ S1

1 . Notice, since up to isomorphism there is a
unique r-spin structure on the disc the two leftmost r-spin tori of the left hand side
are equal to the two r-spin tori on the right hand side, giving (3.5) directly.

Finally we compute the k-invariant of the r-spin circle [S1
κ] for κ ∈ Z/r. The duality

morphisms for S1
κ are C in(κ, 0) and Cout(κ, 0) from (B.1). The composition

k([S1
κ]) = [C in(κ, 0) ◦ σS1

−κ,S
1
κ
◦ Cout(κ, 0)] (B.7)

is an r-spin torus [T (κ, 0)] after applying a Dehn-twist.
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